A collection of arbitrarily-shaped solid objects, each moving at a constant speed, can be used to mix or stir ideal fluid, and can give rise to interesting flow patterns. Assuming these systems of fluid stirrers are two-dimensional, the mathematical problem of resolving the flow field -given a particular distribution of any finite number of stirrers of specified shape and speed -can be formulated as a Riemann-Hilbert problem. We show that this Riemann-Hilbert problem can be solved numerically using a fast and accurate algorithm for any finite number of stirrers based around a boundary integral equation with the generalized Neumann kernel. Various systems of fluid stirrers are considered, and our numerical scheme is shown to handle highly multiply connected domains (i.e. systems of many fluid stirrers) with minimal computational expense.
Introduction
Riemann-Hilbert (R-H) problems are a classical topic in pure mathematics that has gradually become more important in applied mathematics [1, 17] . A R-H problem, following Muskhelishvili's terminology [17] , requires the construction of a function that is analytic everywhere in a domain in the complex plane satisfying a prescribed boundary condition on the boundary. Traditionally, R-H problems arise in the context of singular integral equations, but as has been demonstrated increasingly in recent years, many important problems arising in the applied physical sciences may be cast in the R-H problem framework (e.g., see [6, 7, 11, 17, 23, 25, 26, 33] ).
Indeed, the main topic of this paper is motivated by a physical problem. The process of using rigid objects known as stirrers to mix, or stir, fluid is of interest both from a purely mathematical standpoint and also from an industrial applications perspective. In a vessel containing fluid (sometimes dubbed a batch stirring device), several fluid stirrers may be inserted and used to stir the fluid. Each of these stirrers could consist of different, piecewise smooth, boundary curves and move with different assigned speeds. For modeling simplicity, we will assume that the fluid being stirred is ideal and that the stirrers move with specified constant velocities. Since the stirrers will be assumed to span the depth of the container vessel, the induced flow can be assumed to be independent of height, and thus in order to resolve the flow field, the system may be treated as two-dimensional. This mathematical problem of determining the instantaneous fluid flow field generated by a particular assembly of stirrers can be formulated as a R-H problem defined over a planar multiply connected domain (the shape of the finite number of stirrers, in addition to the boundary container, sets the geometry of the fluid domain), and may be readily solved numerically.
This R-H problem, whose solution will unveil the instantaneous fluid flow field for a particular collection of stirrers, may be solved uniquely by a boundary integral equation having as its kernel function the so-called generalized Neumann kernel (a generalization of the well-known Neumann kernel). The solvability of this particular boundary integral equation has been studied in [26, 33] . In particular, a fast and accurate numerical scheme for solving this boundary integral equation has been presented in [23] and it is this numerical scheme which we shall employ in this paper in order to solve the problem of fluid stirrers. The integral equation is discretized according to the Nystrom method with the trapezoidal rule to obtain a dense linear system [3, 15] ; this linear system is then solved using a combination of the generalized minimal residual (GMRES) method [30] and the fast multipole method (FMM) [12, 13, 29] . Such a numerical scheme has been successful in producing solutions to an array of problems in conformal mapping and potential theory over multiply connected domains (see, e.g. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] 25] ); it has also recently been shown to expedite the numerical computation of the Schottky-Klein prime function [7] which is increasingly being demonstrated as an asset when solving problems in multiply connected domains. Most noteworthy is the fact that this numerical scheme is able to accurately solve the boundary integral equation with minimal computational expense over domains which are highly multiply connected (as has already been demonstrated in [23, 27] ); indeed, this will be exploited to our advantage herein when we consider systems having many fluid stirrers.
There are several existing mathematical studies on the planar problem of fluid stirrers. In Wang [31] and Burton, Gratus & Tucker [5] , several explicit results were established using conformal mapping techniques in the case of two circular stirrers. These results were subsequently generalized by Crowdy, Surana & Yick [9] who catered for two arbitrarilyshaped moving stirrers, up to knowledge of a conformal map from a preimage annular domain. Boyland, Aref & Stremler [4] discuss various topological aspects of the viscous flow induced within a circular disk by three stirrers (thus allowing for chaotic advection effects), as has also been done by Finn, Cox & Bryne [10] for both viscous and inviscid fluids for up to five stirrers. The most general problem of any finite number of arbitrarilyshaped finite stirrers has been solved by Crowdy [6] who has constructed an explicit integral formula, whose kernel function is expressed in terms of the Schottky-Klein prime function, for the complex potential of this system, up to knowledge of the conformal mapping from a preimage multiply connected circular domain. He has highlighted the problem of fluid stirrers turns out to be equivalent to a modified Schwarz problem. In the proceeding sections, we will make connections with each of the works [6] and [10] by recovering certain results presented therein.
Our paper has the following structure. In section 2, the R-H problem of the type we will solve is introduced, and a description given of the aforementioned numerical scheme used to find solutions to the associated boundary integral equation with the generalized Neumann kernel. In section 3, the problem of fluid stirrers is formulated in its most general form as a R-H problem which is then solved to reveal the instantaneous flow fields for various configurations of fluid stirrers whose boundaries are made-up of piecewise smooth curves; in doing so, we recover as special cases some existing results in [6] and [10] . In section 4, we appeal to conformal slit mappings to study a range of domains having slit, or paddle type, stirrers. In this section, we also present a novel way of overcoming the conformal mapping parameter problem based on the work of Aoyama, Sakajo & Tanaka [2] by establishing elliptical or quasi-elliptical preimage domains (the reason for which will be discussed). Throughout, we advocate our numerical scheme from the viewpoint of accurately resolving the flow field around a high number of stirrers (i.e. when the domains are highly multiply connected) with relative ease and low computational cost. Concluding remarks are made in section 5.
2 The boundary integral equation
The fluid domain G
Let G be a multiply connected domain of connectivity m + 1 (m ≥ 0) in the extended complex plane C ∪ {∞} having the boundary Γ = ∂G = ∪ m j=0 Γ j where each of the Γ j are closed smooth Jordan curves. The domain G can be either bounded or unbounded. When G is bounded, the curve Γ 0 encloses the other m curves (see Figure 1) . We assume that 0 ∈ G for both bounded and unbounded domains. The orientation of Γ will be such that G always lies on the left of Γ. The curve Γ j is parametrized by a 2π-periodic twice continuously differentiable complex function η j (t) with non-vanishing first derivative η j (t) = 0, t ∈ J j = [0, 2π], for j = 0, 1, . . . , m. Let J be the disjoint union of m + 1 intervals J 0 , J 1 , . . . , J m which is defined by
The elements of J are ordered pairs (t, j) where j is an auxiliary index indicating which of the intervals the point t lies in. Thus, the parametrization of the whole boundary Γ = ∂G = Γ 0 ∪ Γ 1 ∪ · · · ∪ Γ m is defined as the complex function η defined on J by
We assume for a given t that the auxiliary index j is known, so we replace the pair (t, j) in the left-hand side of (2) by t, i.e., for a given point t ∈ J, we always know the interval J j that contains t. The function η in (2) is thus
Let H denote the space of all real functions γ defined on J, whose restriction γ j to J j = [0, 2π] is a real valued, 2π-periodic and Hölder continuous function for each j = 0, 1, . . . , m, i.e.,
In view of the smoothness of the parametrization η, a real Hölder continuous functionγ on Γ can be interpreted via γ(t) =γ(η(t)), t ∈ J, as a function γ ∈ H, and vice versa. So, in this paper, for any given complex or real valued function φ defined on Γ, we shall not distinguish between φ(t) and φ(η(t)).
The generalized Neumann kernel
In this paper, we assume the function A(t) is defined for η(t) ∈ Γ by
where θ is a piecewise constant real valued function defined on Γ, i.e.,
where θ j are given real constants for j = 0, 1, . . . , m. For simplicity, the piecewise constant function θ(t) defined on Γ by (5) will be denoted by
This notation will also be adopted for any piecewise constant function defined on Γ.
The generalized Neumann kernel formed with the function A is defined by
We define also a real kernel M by
The kernel N is continuous and the kernel M has a cotangent type singularity. Hence, the operator N defined on H by
is a Fredholm integral operator, and the operator M defined on H by
is a singular integral operator. For more details, the reader is referred to [33] .
The Riemann-Hilbert problem
Let γ ∈ H be a given function. Following Muskhelishvili [17] , the R-H problem requires determining a function f (z) analytic in G, continuous on G ∪ Γ, and f (∞) = 0 for unbounded G such that the boundary values of f on Γ satisfy
If A ≡ 1, the R-H problem (11) is known as a Schwarz problem or a modified Dirichlet problem [11, 17] . For the function A defined by (4), the R-H problem (11) is not necessarily solvable for general given function γ ∈ H. However, it is always possible to find a unique piecewise constant real h ∈ H such that the following R-H problem
is solvable [18] . Hence, solving the R-H problem (12) requires determining both the analytic function f as well as the piecewise constant real function h. This can be done using a boundary integral equation with the generalized Neumann kernel as in the following theorem established in [18] .
Theorem 1. For a given function γ ∈ H, there exists a unique real piecewise constant function of the form
with real constants h 0 , h 1 , . . . , h m , such that the R-H problem
has a unique solution f (z). The boundary values of the function f (z) are given by (15) and the function h is given by
where µ is the unique solution of the integral equation
Once the functions µ and h are found, the boundary values of f (z) follow directly from (15) ; furthermore, it then follows that the values of f (z) for z ∈ G can be obtained using the Cauchy integral formula:
Numerical solution of the integral equation (17)
In our numerical computations, the boundary integral equation (17) is solved using the MATLAB function fbie presented in [23] . In fbie, the integral equation (17) is discretized by the Nyström method with the trapezoidal rule [3, 15] . Let n be a given even positive integer. Each interval J k is discretized by the n equidistant nodes
Hence, the total number of nodes in the parameter domain J is (m + 1)n. We denote these nodes by t i , i = 1, 2, . . . , (m + 1)n, i.e.,
Upon specifying a domain with piecewise smooth boundaries, singularity subtraction [28] and the trapezoidal rule with a graded mesh [16] are used. Hence, we obtain an (m + 1)n × (m + 1)n linear algebraic system of the form (I − B)x = y. An explicit formula for the elements of the matrix B is given in [23] . This system can be solved iteratively using the MATLAB function gmres. Each step of this method requires one multiplication by the matrix I − B. Due to the structure of the integral equation (17), this product is computed efficiently in O((m + 1)n) operations using the MATLAB function zfmm2dpart in the MATLAB toolbox FMMLIB2D developed by Greengard & Gimbutas [12] . In this way the integral equation (17) is solved in O((m + 1)n ln n) operations. In the function fbie, we choose iprec = 5 (the tolerance of the FMM is 0.5 × 10 −15 ), restart = [ ] (the GMRES is used without restart), gmrestol = 10 −14 (the tolerance of the GMRES method is 10 −14 ), and maxit = 100 (the maximum number of GMRES iterations is 100). For fast numerical evaluation of the Cauchy integral formula (18), we use the MATLAB function fcac in [23] which is based on using zfmm2dpart. The method requires O(n + (m + 1)n) operations to compute the Cauchy integral formula atn interior points. The reader is referred to [23] for more details.
Fluid stirrers in domains with piecewise smooth boundaries
We consider an incompressible, inviscid, irrotational fluid flow in the domain G. The boundary components Γ j are the fluid stirrers whose boundary shapes are specified a priori. If G is bounded, then Γ 0 is the boundary of the fluid vessel. Let w(z) be the complex potential, and hence
is the complex velocity of the fluid, and where u = (u, v) is its associated velocity field. On the stirrer Γ j for j = 0, 1, . . . , m, we have [6, 10] 
where U j = (U j , V j ) is the specified constant velocity on the stirrer Γ j and n j is the outward-pointing unit normal vector on Γ j . For bounded G, we define U 0 = 0; that is, we impose the no-penetration condition [10] 
which means condition (20) is satisfied for all j = 0, 1, . . . , m for both bounded and unbounded G. Let
be the unit tangent vector on Γ. Then,
Hence, for η(t) ∈ Γ j , the condition (20) can be written as
By integrating with respect to the parameter t, we obtain [6] Re
where h j are real constants of integration. The complex potential w(z) will in general be multi-valued. Let a j be any point interior to Γ j , j = 0, 1, . . . , m. Then the complex potential w(z) has the form
wheref (z) is an analytic function in G, and χ j is the circulation around the stirrer Γ j . If G is bounded, we define χ 0 = 0. We define a function f (z) for z ∈ G ∪ Γ by
where c =f (0) for bounded G and c =f (∞) for unbounded G, and where Π(z) is an analytic function defined on G by
Hence, f (z) is analytic in G (with f (∞) = 0 for unbounded G) and the complex potential w(z) can be written as
The constant c has no effect on the velocity field and may be set to zero. It is clear from (27) that determining the function f (z) is sufficient to fully determine the complex potential w(z), provided the circulations χ j , j = 0, 1, . . . , m, are known real numbers. Using (23) , it is straightforward to deduce that the function f (z) is a solution of the following R-H problem
which is of the form in (14) . Here, the function A is as in (4) with θ(t) ≡ 0, and
The function f (z) will be computed by solving the integral equation (17) as explained in §2. The complex potential w(z) then follows from (27) .
We shall now use the boundary integral equation (17) to compute the streamline distributions for some bounded and unbounded multiply connected domains whose boundaries consist of various piecewise smooth Jordan curves.
To check that our numerical scheme recovers some existing results, we computed for Figure 2 some streamline distributions presented in both Crowdy [6] and Finn et al. [10] for the flow in two bounded multiply connected circular domains (see Figure 2) . We see that ours are in very good qualitative agreement with theirs. In Figure 3 , we show the streamlines of the flow due to fluid stirrers in a bounded and unbounded domain each of connectivity fifteen. To demonstrate that our numerical scheme can be used for domains with piecewise smooth Jordan curves, we show in Figure 4 the streamlines of the flow generated by forty-four stirrers inside a square. Further, to show that our numerical method can also be used effectively for domains with very high connectivity, we show in Figure 5 the streamlines of the flow due to one thousand circular disk stirrers in an unbounded domain. In It is important to note that Crowdy [6] found explicit formulae for the ideal flow produced by any finite number of fluid stirrers, circular or otherwise. These analytical formulae are written in terms of the Schottky-Klein prime function which should be computed using software based on the numerical schemes of [7] . The fastest method presented in [7] is based on a boundary integral equation of the form in (17) and computing the Schottky-Klein prime function requires solving at least m + 2 of these integral equations; however, the method presented in this paper requires solving only one such integral equation. Thus, if one were to use the formulae of [6] to compute the streamlines in Figure 5 , the total computational cost would be considerably greater compared to that due to our method. Furthermore, the formulae in [6] can be used for domains with arbitrarily-shaped fluid stirrers (such as the domains in Figures 3 and 4) provided a conformal map from a multiply connected circular domain is known. In this case, in addition to computing the Schottky-Klein prime function, it will also be required to compute the conformal mapping numerically by, for example, the methods presented in [24, 32] , and the computational cost of these methods is much higher than the overall computational cost of the method presented in this section. Indeed, the computational costs of the methods presented in [24] and [32] are O(m 2 n + mn log n) and O(m 2 n 2 ), respectively, whereas the computational cost of our method is just O(mn log n).
Fluid slit stirrers and conformal mapping
The method presented in the previous section can be used to compute the streamlines of the ideal fluid flow generated by stirrers whose boundaries are piecewise smooth Jordan curves. However, with the aide of conformal mapping, the method can be extended to include stirrers shaped as slits, which of course are not Jordan curves. Let Ω be a multiply connected domain in the ζ-plane whose boundaries are slits. Suppose that Ω is the image under a suitable conformal mapping ζ = Φ(z) of a multiply connected domain G in the z-plane whose boundaries are piecewise smooth Jordan curves (i.e., of the type considered so far). LetΓ j = Φ(Γ j ). Then ∂Ω =Γ = ∪ m j=0Γ j . Suppose that w(ζ) is the complex potential of the flow in the fluid domain Ω. The function w(ζ) satisfies onΓ the boundary condition
Using ζ = Φ(z), we see that W (z) = w(Φ(z)) satisfies on Γ the boundary condition
The reader is referred to [6] for more details. As in the previous section, the complex potential W (z) can be written as
where the function f (z) is an analytic function in the domain G with f (∞) = 0 for unbounded G. The function f (z) is a solution of the RH problem
where
and we recall that we set χ 0 = 0 and U 0 = 0 for bounded G. The function f (z) is found in the same way as before. By computing the analytic function f (z), we obtain the complex potential W (z). The complex potential w(ζ) for the slit domain Ω is then given by w(ζ) = W (Φ −1 (ζ)). We note that in order to compute the streamlines in the slit domain Ω, it is not required to compute the inverse map Φ −1 . Instead, we discretize the domain G and the direct mapping Φ is used to obtain a discretization of the slit domain Ω. Then the values of the function w(Φ(z)) are used to compute the streamlines in Ω.
This method for computing the streamlines for the slit domain Ω can be summarized as follows:
• Compute the preimage domain G and the conformal mapping Φ from G onto Ω.
• Let Z be a matrix of points obtained by discretizing the preimage domain G (if G is unbounded, then we discretize only small part of G surrounding the boundaries of G). Then ζ = Φ(Z) are discretizing points of the domain Ω.
• Solve the R-H problem (35) in the preimage domain G for the analytic function f (z). Hence W (z) is given by (34). We compute the values of the function W (z) at the points Z.
• Then we compute the values of the function w(ζ) at the points ζ through w(ζ) = W (Φ −1 (ζ)) = W (Z). Then plot the contour lines of the function w(ζ).
As should be apparent, it is straightforward to compute the streamlines for the slit domain Ω provided we know the preimage domain G and the conformal mapping Φ from G onto Ω. However, knowing the preimage domain G and the conformal mapping Φ from G onto Ω is not a simple task. One of the main contributions of this paper will be providing a numerical method for computing the preimage domain G and the conformal mapping Φ from G onto Ω for a given slit domain Ω. This numerical method will be presented in the remaining of this section.
In this paper, by way of example, we shall consider the following two canonical slit domains Ω:
• The entire ζ-plane with m + 1 finite rectilinear slits.
• The upper half-plane with m finite rectilinear slits.
The method can be readily extended to cater for other canonical slit domains.
An efficient numerical method for computing the conformal mapping from any given bounded or unbounded multiply connected domain G bounded by Jordan curves onto the above two canonical slit domains and onto more other canonical slit domains has been developed in a series of papers [18] [19] [20] [21] . The method is based on a unified boundary integral equation with the generalized Neumann kernel. In these papers, the domain G is assumed to be known and the integral equation is used to find the conformal mapping as well as the canonical slit domain Ω. However, in this paper, we need to compute the streamlines for a given slit domain Ω; that is, we assume that the slit domain Ω is known. Hence, the preimage domain G will be unknown. Thus, we need to compute the preimage domain G as well as the conformal mapping ζ = Φ(z) from G onto Ω.
For the first canonical domain (the entire ζ-plane with m finite rectilinear slits), an iterative numerical method for computing the preimage domain G and the conformal mapping ζ = Φ(z) has been suggested in Aoyama, Sakajo & Tanaka [2] where the preimage G is assumed to be circular. Since the image domain is elongated (slit domains), numerical crowding effects are problematic. Further, the circles will be close to each other and the iterative method will either be slow to converge or fail to do so altogether. To overcome such difficulties, we shall assume in this paper that the preimage domain G is bounded by ellipses instead of circles.
The entire ζ-plane with m finite rectilinear slits
Let Ω be the entire ζ-plane with m+1 rectilinear slits L j , j = 0, 1, . . . , m, making angles θ j with the positive real line (see Figure 7 (left) for m = 2). For such canonical domains, we shall assume the preimage domain G is an unbounded multiply connected domain exterior to m + 1 ellipses. Assuming the boundary Γ = ∂G is parametrized as in (3), then the conformal mapping ζ = Φ(z) with the normalization
can be computed as in the following theorem from [20] . Theorem 2. Let θ be the piecewise constant function defined on Γ by θ(t) = (θ 0 , θ 1 , . . . , θ m ), the function A be defined by (4) , and the function γ be defined by
Let also µ be the unique solution of the boundary integral equation (17) and the piecewise constant function h be given by (16) . Then the function f with the boundary values
is analytic in G with f (∞) = 0 and the conformal mapping Φ is given by
The application of Theorem 2 requires that the domain G is known. However, for our case it is Ω which is known and the domain G is unknown and needs to be determined alongside the conformal mapping ζ = Φ(z) from G onto Ω. An iterative method for computing the preimage domain G and the conformal mapping ζ = Φ(z) will be described in this section. The iterative method is used to generate a sequence of multiply connected domains G 0 , G 1 , G 2 , . . . which converge to the required preimage domain G. Let j denote the length of the slit L j , let ζ j denote its center, and let θ j denote the angle of intersection between the line and the positive real axis ( j , ζ j and θ j are given for j = 0, 1, . . . , m). In the iteration step k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., we assume the boundaries
for j = 0, 1, . . . , m, where the parameters of these ellipses, i.e. the centers of the ellipses z k j , the lengths of the major axes a k j , and the lengths of the minor axes b k j , will be computed using the following iterative method which is a modification of the iterative method presented in Aoyama, Sakajo & Tanaka [2] . Initialization:
j , where 0 < r ≤ 1 is a small positive real number which is the ratio of the lengths of the major and minor axes of the ellipse (see Figure 7 dotted line for r = 0.2).
Iterations:
For k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
• Use the method presented in Theorem 2 to map the preimage domain G k−1 to a canonical rectilinear slit domain Ω k which is the entire ζ-plane with m slits L k j , j = 0, 1, . . . , m, making angles θ j with the positive real axis which are the same as for the given slit domain Ω.
• For j = 0, 1, . . . , m, let k j denote the length of the slit L k j and let ζ k j denote its center. Then we we define the parameters of the preimage domain G k as
• Stop the iteration if
where ε is a given tolerance and Max is the maximum number of iterations allowed. In our numerical calculations we always used ε = 10 −14 and Max = 100.
It is clear that in each iteration of the iterative method, it is required to solve the integral equation with the generalized Neumann kernel (17) and to compute the function h in (16) which will be done using the MATLAB function fbie as explained in §2.4. The number of GMRES iterations required for solving the integral equation depends on r. For fixed r, the number of GMRES iterations is almost the same for each iteration. Further, as was reported in [23] , the number of GMRES iterations is almost independent of n.
The above algorithm has been tested for four rectilinear slit domains (see Figure 9 ). We assume that 0 < r ≤ 1. For r = 1, the boundaries Γ j are circles and the preimage domain G is circular. It turns out that the number of iterations required for convergence of the iterative method increases when r increases. However, the number of GMRES iterations required for solving the integral equation decreases when r increases. Hence, the optimal value of r depends on the geometry of the slit domain. Figure 8 shows the number of iterations required for convergence of the iterative method, the average of the number of GMRES iterations required for solving the integral equation for all iterations, and the total CPU time (in seconds) required to calculate the preimage domain G versus the ratio r for the slit domains shown in Figure 9 . Based on the numerical results presented in Figure 8 , when the slits are well separated (Figures 9(a,b) ), the iterative method converges for all 0.01 ≤ r ≤ 1. However, when the slits are close together, the iterative method converges only for small r (for 0.01 ≤ r ≤ 0.235 for Figure 9 (c) and for 0.01 ≤ r ≤ 0.34 for Figure 9(d) ). Thus, we conclude that when the slits are well separated, we can choose r = 1. But, for slits that are close to each other, we need to choose small r. Finally, it is worth mentioning that we made several unsuccessful numerical experiments in the attempt to find an optimal value of r in terms of the minimum distance between the slits. This issue will continue to be investigated in future research.
By obtaining the preimage domain G and the conformal mapping Φ from G onto Ω, we can calculate the streamlines of the flow generated by the rectilinear stirrers in an unbounded flow as explained above. The streamlines for four rectilinear slit domains obtained with n = 2 10 nodes per boundary component and the ratio r = 0.2 are shown in Figure 9 .
The previous iterative method provides us the parametrization η(t) of the preimage domain G as well as the boundary values Φ(η(t)) of the conformal mapping Φ from G onto Ω. If we are interesting in computing the values of the inverse mapping Ψ −1 , we need to compute the derivative Φ (η(t)) numerically. Since Φ(η(t)) is 2π-periodic, the derivative Φ (η(t)) can be computed accurately by approximating the real and imaginary part of Φ(η(t)) by trigonometric interpolating polynomials and then differentiating. The inverse mapping Φ −1 has the following Laurent series expansion near ∞:
Then for w ∈ Ω, the values of the inverse map Φ −1 (w) can be computed through the Cauchy integral
By using the parametrization ζ(t) = Φ(η(t)) of the boundary ∂Ω, we obtain To find a preimage domain G, we shall consider first an auxiliary preimage domainĜ 0 which is the unbounded multiply connected domain in the upper half-plane and exterior to m ellipses (Figure 10 (center) ). Thus, the image of the unbounded domainĜ 0 under the mapping z = Ψ −1 (ξ) is a bounded domain G 0 interior to the unit circle and exterior to m quasi-ellipses (Figure 10 (right) ). The domain G 0 will be used as an initial approximation of the preimage domain G of the domain Ω in our numerical calculations. We shall describe an iterative method for computing a sequence of domains G 0 , G 1 , G 2 , . . . which converges to the preimage domain G. In each iteration k, it is required to calculate the conformal mapping ζ = Φ(z) from G k−1 onto a canonical domain Ω k which is the upper half-plane with m rectilinear slits L k j such that
This conformal mapping can be computed as described in the following theorem from [21] .
Theorem 3. Let θ be the piecewise constant function defined on Γ by θ(t) = (0, θ 1 , . . . , θ m ), the function A be defined by (4) , and the function γ be defined by
Let also µ be the unique solution of the boundary integral equation (17) and the piecewise constant function h = (h 0 , h 1 , . . . , h m ) be given by (16) . Then the function f with the boundary values
is analytic in the bounded domain G and the conformal mapping Φ is given by
For j = 1, 2, . . . , m, let j denote the length of the slit L j , let ζ j denote its center, and let θ j denote the angle of intersection between the slit and the positive real axis. For k = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . ., where k denotes the iteration number, we shall assume the preimage domain G k is the bounded multiply connected domain inside the unit circle parametrized by η k 0 (t) = e it , t ∈ J 0 , and exterior to m quasi-ellipses Γ 1 , . . . , Γ m parametrized by
This means G k is the image under the conformal mapping z = Ψ −1 (ξ) of the unbounded multiply connected domainĜ k in the upper-half plane Im ξ > 0 and exterior to the ellipseŝ Γ j parametrized for j = 1, 2, . . . , m bŷ
The parameters z k j , a k j , and b k j , j = 1, 2, . . . , m, of the ellipses will be computed using the following iterative method. Initialization:
. . , m, where 0 < r ≤ 1 is the ratio of the lengths of the major and minor axes of the ellipse (see Figure 10 dotted line for r = 0.1).
For k = 1, 2, 3, . . .,
• Use the method presented in Theorem 3 to map the preimage domain G k−1 to the canonical domain Ω k which is the upper-half plane Im ζ > 0 with m rectilinear slits L k j , j = 1, 2, . . . , m, making angles θ j with the positive real axis.
• For j = 1, 2, . . . , m, let k j denote the length of the slit L k j and let ζ k j denote its center. Then we update the parameters of the preimage domain G k as
where ε is a given tolerance and Max is the maximum number of iterations allowed.
In our numerical calculations we always used ε = 10 −14 and Max = 100.
The algorithm will be tested for four half-plane with rectilinear slit domains (see Figure 11) . By obtaining the preimage domain G and the conformal mapping Φ from G onto Ω, we calculate the streamlines of the irrotational flow generated by the rectilinear stirrers in an unbounded flow in the above half-plane as explained above. The streamlines obtained with n = 2 10 nodes points per boundary component and the ratio r = 0.1 are shown in Figure 9 .
If we are interesting in computing the values of the inverse mapping Ψ −1 (w) for w ∈ Ω, then we can compute these values numerically as long as the values of Φ(η(t)) are known. Since one of the boundaries of Ω is unbounded (the whole real line), so instead of computing directly the inverse mapping Φ −1 (w), we shall compute the analytic function F in the domainΩ defined by
whereΩ is the image of the domain Ω under the Möbius transform Ψ −1 (note that all boundaries ofΩ are bounded). The boundary ∂Ω of the domain Ω is parametrized by ζ(t) = φ(η(t)). Hence, the boundary ∂Ω ofΩ is parametrized bŷ
Then by the Cauchy integral formula, we have
Then by using the parametrizationζ(t) = Ψ −1 (Φ(η(t))), t ∈ J, of the boundary ∂Ω, we obtain
where the values ofζ (t) can be computed numerically as explained at the end of §4.1. By the definition of the function F , we have F (Ψ −1 (Φ(η(t)))) = η(t). Hence the function F can be computed for all ξ ∈Ω through
Consequently, it follows from (54) that the inverse mapping Φ −1 can be computed for all w ∈ Ω by
Conclusions
In this paper, we studied the problem of fluid stirrers in planar domains containing ideal fluid: more specifically, we solved a certain class of R-H problem to determine the fluid motion driven by collections of rigid stirrers moving at constant speeds. We have seen through our presented examples that several stirrers, comprising various shapes, can be used to generate rather complex flow patterns. We have shown that we were able to deal with complicated configurations of fluid stirrers, i.e. highly multiply connected domains, largely due to the efficacy of our numerical scheme. We employed a proven fast and accurate boundary integral equation with the generalized Neumann kernel method which has also been successful in generating numerous solutions to various conformal mapping and potential theory problems ( [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] 25] ; see also [23] for a review). We showed in the particular case of circular stirrers that our results for the streamlines are in good qualitative agreement with those of other researchers [6, 10] . The results presented in this paper will thus complement these existing works; they are also expected to be of particular interest to those wishing to gain qualitative insight into the fluid mechanics associated with stirring, and to those in industry designing efficient batch stirring devices for various applications. To demonstrate the versatility of our numerical scheme, we considered the ideal fluid flow generated by a collection of arbitrary-shaped stirrers madeup of piecewise smooth boundary curves, and also by a high number of stirrers. Stirrers having general shapes were considered because we were able to proceed simply by providing a uniform discretization tracing-out their boundary curves (i.e. without knowledge of a conformal mapping), giving us the freedom to work over any fluid domain we wish. In the case of stirrers of slit type, we presented an effective way to still use our numerical scheme by first proceeding through conformally equivalent elliptical or quasi-elliptical domains, an approach first introduced in [2] . We note that there are analytical formulae, expressed in terms of the Schottky-Klein prime function, for the conformal mappings to Koebe's [14] first category of canonical multiply connected slit domains (Crowdy & Marshall [8] ). The slit domains considered by us (such as those in Figures 9 and 11) were very arbitrary and to the best of our knowledge, no such explicit conformal mapping formulae exist to these slit domains.
Crowdy [6] found explicit formulae for the ideal flow due to any finite number of arbitrarily-shaped fluid stirrers, and he presented several examples of the induced flow field. He did not undertake computations for stirrer domains of the same variety as we have considered in this paper due to computational restrictions related to the SchottkyKlein prime function defined over highly multiply connected circular domains at the time; however, new effective software is now available to compute this special function if it is required in problems where the domains are highly multiply connected [7] . The formulae in [6] also require knowledge of conformal maps from multiply connected circular domains to complicated target domains, and these are not always easy or even possible to establish (e.g. those comprised of boundary curves of differing shapes, like those we presented in Figures 3, 4, 9 and 11 ). There is no doubt that having the explicit formulae of [6] for the problem of fluid stirrers is extremely valuable, but what we have offered in this paper is an effective alternative approach which can be used to generate accurate numerical solutions to this problem. It has the particular advantage of being computationally inexpensive and can be used with minimal geometrical restrictions on the target fluid domain, in addition to being especially useful when dealing with flow domains with many fluid stirrers.
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